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FYP 2019 

Title Radiology Online 

Supervisor 

Co-Supervisor 

1. Mr. Waqar Ahmad  

2. Dr. Muhammad Asif   

Batch 2015-19 

Group Name A.H 

Group Members 

Name Registration Number 

1. Abrar Ahmad 15-NTU-1044 

2. Hammad Mukhtar  15-NTU-1059 

Tools & Technology Web and Android App  

 

Abstract: 

The project’s aim is to make convivence for patients and doctors of radiology department. In a 

conventual way, for any kind of report patient need to wait for result for long time. We do aim 

to online the patients report, so he can see his/her reports anytime and anywhere.    

Short Description: 

This project is basically developed for the purpose of providing the facility to the patients of 

remote areas who came first to the hospital and ask for appointment and after the tests they 

came back after 3-4 days for their test reports which was a very hectic and costly process. Now, 

they don’t need to come to the hospital for the sake of this purpose. They have their 

appointments through online registration and can also view their reports from their 

dashboard/portal. Now, they must come only for the test at the specific time which was 

assigned by the admin. So, they saved their time and money from traveling which have too 

worth in our current era’s environment. To get appointment they must register their self. After 

this admin assign the time for test to patient and patient is notified through the email and SMS 

that he got appointment. And after the test happens at the given time its status is changed to the 

test complete. Now, admin allocates the doctor to the patient for the report generation. When 

the report is generated, it is submitted to that patient who had their test. When the report is 

uploaded patient gets the message of report with little details which was sent to patient’s mobile 

number and email. He/ She can also view his/her complete test details through his portal by 

signing in. It is also used for learning process through MSDS Indicators and Case of the 

Week/Month of their environment which was assisted by the highly qualified and experienced 

Radiologists. 



 

System Use Case Diagram 
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Project Title Task Reminder Android App 

Description Life is becoming very busy with the passage of time. To 

remember the routine tasks, a person use various kind of 

techniques. Some people use the paper diary to write their 

routine tasks but there is no surety to remember about the 

task at its required practicing time. Therefore, there is 

possibility to be skipped the important task and another 

problem always remain there that the diary can be lost. 

Almost every person has a smart phone. “Task Reminder 

Android App” is android base application and it is easy to 

carry reminder for a person that remind to a person about 

the activity at exact time. This app will be operated by 

voice mean user can enter task through voice or typing. 

These tasks can be updated or deleted from the task list. 

User can also send the notification to his contact list using 

mobile data. 

 

Programming Language Java 

Database SQLite 



Platform Android 

Group Members Hafiz Muhammad Zeeshan            (15-NTU-1056) 

Kamran Yousaf                              (15-NTU-1065) 

Supervisor & Co-supervisor Mr. Muhammad Adeel 

Mr. Shahbaz Ahmad 
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SOS, Teacher Allocation and Result Submission System 

Group Members: 

1. FAIZAN NAEEM (15-NTU-1053) 

2. ATTIA NASEER (15-NTU-1049) 

3. ABDULLAH KHALID (15-NTU-1070). 

 

Project Supervisor      

Dr. Muhammad Asif Malik                                                                                    

Project Co-Supervisor 

Dr. Waqar Ahmad                             

 

Abstract: 

This project is built by maximum amount of hard work and our full dedication. In this 

Application, many people have paid huge amount of contribution through which we will be 

able to achieve our goal. We are very thankful for their precious time they rewarded us without 

their guidance and their kind advices we are nothing. 

We thank thousand times to ALLAH for the knowledge and perseverance that has blessed upon 

us during this whole effort and throughout our life “We are nothing without this strength that 

ALLAH showered upon us”. My class fellows and my seniors who played major role in 

supporting us encouraging us and to strengthen us. 

Description: 

Users (HOD and Teachers) will be able to save their precious time. Users will be able to check 

the Scheme of studies which contains the id which will be incremented automatically, 

Department name, Title and Semester. Admin will able to modify (Update, Delete) the teachers 

list. Users (HOD and teacher) can view the Courses. HOD can allocate the courses its 

specifications can be defined by teachers and the most important all the work can be saved and 

recorded which is not done before. Admin will check the information provider by the teacher. 

Teacher will update their profiles whenever they want. website is economic friendly and User-

friendly. Teachers will upload the results of different departments by categorizing their 

department names and semesters. 

The major goal of this project is to provide easiness to the teachers and the department head 

So that they will pay attention to their duties other than wasting their time by going and 

checking for their files where the courses are specified. Our website is basically a generic 

website which is used with little changes in different departments. HOD with little effort and 

time will be able to allocate the teachers and keep record of it in database. 



The database can be easily modified whenever new record is entered removed and updated. 

This website will be error free and department head can save record lifetime. 

System Architecture: 

Repository                                                                                                           Repository 

                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

                                           

 

 

Teacher                                                                                                                                          

Admin 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 5-1 System Architecture 

 



Design Diagram: 
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Project Title: 

Campus Management System 

Group Members: 

                     Fareen Afzal                   15-NTU-1054  

                       Muhammad Afzaal Hanif              15-NTU-1074  

                       Adnan Haidar                                   15-NTU-1045   

 

Supervisor: 

                                 Dr. Mudassar Ahmad 

Co-Supervisor: 

                                  Dr. Muhammad Asif Habib 

 

Project Abstract: 

A Web Based CMS (Campus Management System) is developed to facilitate the teachers and 

the students of National Textile University. It has three major modules of teacher, student and 

Administration which have user login and password. After login in following modules, user 

can perform given specific functionalities of that module. And for storage purpose we use 

online database.  

Admin can add new teacher, student, class, course and assign registration number which is 

used for login. This registration number can be later on changed by the user. He can also 

provide the news of the upcoming events. After login teacher can upload lectures, assignments, 

quiz, sessional and also mark attendance. In addition, it provides the dozier and ACR. This is 

the major module we are dealing with this as our final year project. 

After login student can check his/her attendance, download the material uploaded by the 

teacher, check sessional marks, submit assignments of enroll subjects. And check the news 

and upcoming events.  

Index terms: Attendance, methodologies, Dozier, ACR, events 

 

Project Description: 

Campus Management System is a solution to the problem where in our university (NTU) the 

activities like conducting quiz, assignments, attendance and also the work of the teacher like 

dozier, ACR are handled manually. It can cause wastage of time and paper. The major purpose 

of this software is to reduce human efforts (financial burden of carrying hard copies) which is 

technically the need of this technological era. The communication between the Teacher and the 

Undergraduate Students of NTU is automated.  



CMS aim at a broad support of all university processes. The university can be conceived as 

service provider that serves cross-functional and interdepartmental processes, recognizes 

students as customers, and provides the means to help for self-help. Compared to academic or 

university IS created as individual software, CMS are specifically designed as standard 

software, which is modularized and customizable. If necessary, individual requirements can be 

met by additional programming. CMS stores the learning material at one remote server which 

can decrease the risk of losing significant data. All authenticate users can login from any device 

having internet facility from anywhere and see the desired content without data redundancy. 

The manual education system can be replaced by the CMS as it provides systemized, 

centralized and improved method of teacher and student activities. 

It provides user friendly environment and minimize the manual struggle. Paper work is 

reduced. It tracks the system performance and generate the result which can be seen by each 

student on its own portal. Student performance report will be generated automatically with 

check and balance having student’s attendance. Teacher’s ACR and Dossier is automated. 

Programming Language: 

                                             PHP 

Database:  

MySQL 

Platform: 

Web Based Automated 

Picture: 
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Project Title:  Hayya-Alas-Salah 

Group Members: 

1. Hassan Saaed  15-NTU-1061 

2. Aasma Iqbal  15-NTU-1041 

3. Mehmood Ahmad 15-NTU-1067 

 

Supervisor:   Dr. Muhammad Asif Habib 

Co-Supervisor:  Dr. Mudassar Ahmad 

 

Abstract: 

Internet is one of the most important technologies for communication, management, and 

entertainment. Now-a-days Internet is widely used in businesses all over the world. The world 

has shrunk due to Internet. Now a day, most of the people using mobile phone are using 

different of mobile applications for specific work for their ease. A mosque is the place of 

worship for Muslims where people comes together to offer prayers, people recite HOLY 

QURAN and perform other Islamic activities. At current there is no mobile application 

(Android) which connects a mosque management with people coming to mosque. In this way 

it keeps the people updated, smartly, about what’s happening at mosque. Along with it, this 



app also provides location of all of your nearest mosque, using GPRS system, along with the 

timing of each prayer. The timing of each mosque will be updated by the management of the 

mosque. You can set a masjid as local and the app will provide you notification about each 

prayer before fifteen minutes. You can also set a mosque as local and favorite. The mosque’s 

management can also update their needs which will be than visible to the users. 

 

Description: 

The project entitled “Hayya-Alas-Salah” is an android based online mechanism which is using 

Internet and GPS for showing nearby mosques and updated timing of each prayer in each 

mosque. Mostly while traveling or when a Muslim is in new in an area he needs to know the 

location and prayer timing of its nearby mosque. This project provides one click access to user 

for finding its nearby mosque. When a user is logged in he can see all its nearby mosques on 

the map. He/she can set a masjid local, which will than provide him/her the notification of 

namaz about the prayer in that mosque. User can also set a masjid as favorite to keep in contact 

with mosque management. User can also see the upcoming events in the mosque. Also he can 

see the needs of a mosque. All the data that is visible to user i.e. prayer timings, events and 

needs, are updated by the operator of the mosque. An operator is a special type of user that has 

access to update the information of its specific mosque. An operator can also remove itself 

form the list of operators. A new mosque can also be added by the user, if required. All these 

functionalities have high level of constraints, e.g. one mosque can have only one operator, one 

user can be the operator of one mosque, user can set only one mosque as local and favorite, 

while adding mosque no previous mosque can be added again at the same location etc. 

End to End Activity Diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

End to End Activity Diagram 
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Project Title ROZGAR GEO LOCATION BASED SERVICES PLATFORM 

Project Abstract Unemployment is the most common issue in the world.The skilled 

persons in idle situation are not good for the economic situation of 

any country. On the other hand, if someone wants to implement his 

own business idea they face shortcoming of investment. Those who 



want to hire any service provider are mostly in situation that they 

mostly failed to find the capable person for this service. Rozgar will 

bring an innovation by providing a common platform which will 

allow users to register their skills and that will be available to 

service seekers on live map and list view and if user is service 

seeker it allows to find any required service from different service 

providers. Live communication as well as live-tracking will also 

facilitate users to ease their trust issues. All the modules added in 

Rozgar are easy to use, many tests about non-functional 

requirements including aesthetics and ease are performed for 

optimized results. If you are skilled person or want some services 

from skilled persons you have no need to install multiple 

application to find different services or to offer skills as service.  

 

Project Description Rozgar is providing a common platform which will allow users to 

register their skills and that will be available to service seekers on 

live map and list view and if user is service seeker it allows to  find 

any required service from different service providers. Live 

communication as well as live-tracking of service providers will 

facilitate users to ease their trust issues. It provides independence 

from installing different applications to aquire different 

services.Rozgar is providing all the facilities including provision of 

services and searching services at the same time with simple 

registration process approach including rating system, 

communication module, live tracking of service providers and 

much more. 

Programming 

Language 

Java 

Database Firebase 

Platform Android 

Group Members & 

Registration 

Numbers 

1-Abdullah Saleem 15-NTU-1043 

2-Muhammad Farooq 15-NTU-1084 

3-Alina Iqbal 15-NTU-1047 



Supervisor Dr. Rehan Ashraf 

Co-supervisor Muhammad Shahid 
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FYP Proposal 2019 

Title What on Discount 

Proposed Supervisor(s) 

3. Sir Muhammad Shahid  

4. Sir Nasir Mehmood 

Batch 2015-19 

Group Name A 

Group Members 

Name Registration Number 

3. Mubshra Zulfiqar 15-NTU-1069 

4. Ali Raza 15-NTU-1046 

Tools & Technology Android Application 

 

Abstract: 

As technology is changing rapidly it makes human life easier and more comfortable. Internet 

is one of the important and large technology for getting information about anything like 

getting the information about the sales commercial on different shops and products. Internet 



is used all over the world People at this time of Expensive do not know that the sales seems 

to be somewhere, it’s difficult for them to know where the sales on products is engaged. First 

it used to manual commercial mean it’s on the boards and this type of commercial is for the 

specific area of people, and those who passed or lived in that way. Audience is limited, and 

location or direction is not mentioned about the Brand/Shop. Now a days people are using 

mobile phone and using mobile application for various purpose, there are many mobile 

application at this era that tell the sells descriptions but there is no mobile application that 

tells the sells description with location of shops/brands.  By taking care of current and future 

need of markets and caring about people to provide ease.  Daily many brand offer a sales on 

different products (like shoes, jewelry, clothes e.t.c) and common people does not know 

about any of these sales so that the Main objective of system is to provide a mechanism that 

Common people will find the commercial of sales by sitting at home and this system will also 

help the shopkeeper to commercial their products. The client will login the system and to see 

the sales description about that selected brand on the map.  By keeping an eye on the people 

interest the system will also Notify the people about the new sales on the products. We 

developed the cost-effective system, it will save the shopkeeper from additional board 

commercial charges and it is using the GPS of smart phone for the location of shops/Brands 

instead external GPS module. 
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Project Title  

Pick Me (A pick & drop service Android mobile based application 

Group Members Name  

15-NTU-1081 Arslan Siddique 



15-NTU-1055 Hafiz M. Bilal 

Supervisor Name  

Dr. Isma Hamid 

Dr. Sohail Jabbar 

Project Description  

Mostly students use buses, vans to travel to schools or colleges. Many parents want their 

children can travel in a secure and pleasant environment. They do not feel that their children 

are safe. They do not even know that their children arrived at their destinations. Our application 

will provides an interactive interface where a pick and drop company can manage all over their 

pick and drop facilities. They can track vehicles, attendance of the passengers and all over this 

give such an environment where parents feel secure that their children are safe by using the 

facility provided by the company. This application has scope at an educational institute. It can 

be implemented in schools, colleges, universities and anywhere where pick and drop facility is 

needed for students, employees, and other persons. 

The application named as “Pick Me”. It is helpful for the company that is providing pick and 

drop facility. By using this application, admin can hire/manage vehicles, drivers, and students 

who avail the company services. Admin can track the exact location of the vehicle’s and check 

the attendance of the attendant students on the specific day. Admin can generate financial detail 

of a specific duration. Driver can make attendance of his students and can check the route of 

his destination. 

System Architecture Diagram 

 

App Image 

Mobile Devices Firebase Server Database



 

Tools Used 

Android Studio 



Database 

Firebase 

Programming Language 

Java 
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Title International currency exchange, analysis and prediction 

system 

Proposed Supervisor(s) 
• Sir Shahbaz Ahmad 

• Dr. Isma 

Batch 2015-19 

Group Name Zert 

Group Members 

Name Registration Number 

• Muhammad Ahmad 15-NTU-1075 

• Hamayun Safdar 15-NTU-1058 

Tools & Technology                                    Web App 

 

Abstract:   

Everyone in the era is search of making more and more money. Trading is one of the most 

easiest but logical way of making money in this era. To trade successfully we need certain tools 

like heat-maps, cross rates, crypto scanners etc. This web app will allows users to make their 

trade decision fast and more accurate. Users will be able to make decisions according to the 

information given by different websites through API/widgets. User can view different events 

that are going to occur this year. It makes it easy for user to make a decision about opening or 

closing a trade. User can view the moving tickers on the front page of website. Exchange 

module in the web app provides user to convert digital currency into PKR and vice versa. 

 

Short Description: 

Purpose of this project is to provide an advance trading environment to all the readers over the 

world. To make it easier for them to trade with ease. UNI trade provides you the facility to 

have a look on all the rates of any currency on different exchanges at the same time. With this 

application user can integrate all of our desired tools which user need to trade successfully. 

This application keeps you updated with latest signals related to your desired currency form 

you desired social media, i.e. twitter Facebook reedit or discord. 

You can also view all charts do any type of technical analysis on site. In the second module of 

our website we are providing a service for freelancers and exchangers to sale and buy any e 

currency with ease. They can get instant payment in fiat for their e currency. They can also buy 

e currency services like PayPal for service etc. 
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Project Name: Efficient Driver Drowsiness Detection at Moderate Level of Drowsiness 

Group Members 

1) Hussain Haider    (15-NTU-1063) 

2) Hafsa Sidaq          (15-NTU-1057) 

 

Supervisor 

Dr. Haseeb Ahmad                                                  

Co-Supervisor   

Dr. Rehan Ashraf                                             

Abstract 

Driver drowsiness is a major cause of road accidents. Drowsiness is the condition in which the 

driver is in between the sleepy and wake upstate. Tiredness due to sleepless nights along with 

other factors results into drowsiness. So, to avoid road accidents it is imperative to develop the 

system for detecting the symptoms of drowsiness well on time. The detected symptoms could 

be physical or psychological signs. The drowsiness of the driver could be detected while 

monitoring his eyes state (Either open or closed). At first, the facial features are checked, face 

depicts through facial landmark technique. Afterward, the system detects the eye portion and 

subsequently calculates the eye aspect ratio. After that, the system makes alert if eyes couldn’t 

find in an active state within 48 consecutive frames. As soon as, the eyes found in an inactive 

state, the alarm is provoked. This alert makes the driver attentive again. To accomplish the 

objective, we develop the application in open CV using python language, the result shows high 

detection of driver drowsiness with high accuracy. 
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PROJECT TITLE:NTU EVENT MANAGEMENT AND APPROVAL SYSTEM 

(WEB-BASED) 

GROUP MEMBERS 

MUBASHIR ALI   15-NTU-1068 

M. FURQAN AJMAL 15-NTU-1085 

SUPERVISOR 

MR.  MUHAMMAD 

MR. SHAHBAZ SAHI 

ABSTRACT 

In the modern age everything has become online and working manually is obsoleting day by 

day. Everyone wants to get rid from working manually so it’s the need of almost every system 

to become online. Everyone wants to work immediately and wants to get quick responses. The 

modern technology provides the solution of almost every problem. 

Event management and its approval in National Textile University is very hectic and time 

taking job. An Applicant who want to conduct the event in the premises of NTU, have to take 

permission from related authority and officials of the university. It’s a step by step and manual 

process and takes certain time to get authorization. A lot of paper work involves in it. So 

keeping in view this scenario there was a need to develop such a system that could work online 

without any paper work and other extra formalities. Before this, there is no work done in this 

domain for our university. It’s a web based project in which the applicant and admin can 

interact online. 

So we developed such a system through which any applicant can apply for an event approval 

in university. On the other end there will be and admin who will manage all the events and will 

decide whether to approve or decline the application from applicant. There are pre-defined 

applicants in each department. Only these applicants are able to apply for an event. President 

and Convener of each department and its respective society can apply for an event. 

There are basically two types of actors in the system. One is applicant and other is admin. 

Applicant and admin have their defined rights to work in that system. Applicant and admin can 

maintain their profile. Applicant is able to delete or update the event details before the approval. 



Admin has parental controls of the system. Admin can add, update and delete the president and 

convener. Admin also can add new departments and its societies. Admin can view the 

application and he will approve or decline after reading the application provided by the 

applicant. In simpler words this project is a startup initiative to transform the existing system 

and process of event management and approval in NTU. 

INTERFACES AND DIAGRAMS 

ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

Applicant

Admin

Application Server

Internet

Database

PHP Server
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 Location Based Android Tutor Providing for Pakistanis 

(Tutr) 

Team 

Fahad Mehmood (15-NTU-1051) 

Ahmed Malik (15-NTU-1077) 

Supervised By 

 

Dr.Isma Hamid 

Sara Masood 

Abstract 

Tutr is based on location and is the main part of this application, because this will minimize 

the distance between both and teacher will always know about any new students in town who 

wants to study this will be done by notification and will be based on how many tuitions 



should a teacher provide, because there will also be other teachers available, by minimizing 

the distance the tuition fee will be greatly reduced so affordable tuitions and nearby. 

On the student end he/she will know about the qualifications, field of study and some other 

required information about the teacher to make a good decision. Teachers profile will build a 

reputation by teacher students , Students reviews punctuality and other aspects to maintain a 

good quality environment so the students gets the best for themselves. 

Application Screenshots 
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Project title: Labour Lancer 

 

Group Member Names: 

Hafsa Naseem                    15-NTU-1152 

Muhammad Asfand Yar   15-NTU-1082 

Supervisor Name: 

Nasir Mehmood 



Muhammad Shahid 

Description: 

The world is getting digital. Everyone use gadgets and apps for almost every activity they 

perform in their routine. As we know population and rate of educated people is increasing year 

by year so, the construction of buildings, houses, schools, colleges and universities is becoming 

common. People find it difficult to fix their contracts with companies those provide labors for 

construction, paint and etc. because everyone is busy in their work.  

Technology is on fire people are doing effort for making new gadgets and apps as well. Almost 

every kind of app is available. Technology making world lazy they want everything on their 

hand. Similarly, the app that will help clients to find a companies for constructing their house 

or reconstruct their house or any property. If we take look to the previous apps that are built 

for Pakistan they provide usually one service. This app will provide the service of painters, 

constructors and interior designers. Moreover owner of property has capability of uploading 

pictures according to his expectations.  

Now a days everyone is busy in their routine they do not find extra time to do anything. Even 

sometimes fraud do occur. Communication problem between client and contractor is also 

there. The website are available that are providing the service of carpenter but the problem 

remains there because in the construction of house we need services like painter, mason and 

labors 

Our app will help clients to find a particular constructor for their house they can contract with 

one company those are providing all services clients need or different contract according to 

their need. Moreover companies do not need to advertise about themselves they can make their 

market value by conceiving clients and doing good work because after completion user can 

rate that company. Owner of the party can upload design according to his wish and companies 

can see the images without downloading that pictures.  

The goals of our project is to create an app that is beneficial for both architecture painters 

mason those are working in any company or locally available and as well as to provide benefit 

to owner of the property. The main focus is owner can post his needs and company can view 

this and make contract it will decrease the unemployment rate and even client can block or 

blacklist the company. 

Architecture Diagram: 



 



 



 

Language And Tools: 

Programming Language: Java 

DataBase: FireBase 

Tools:Android Studio  
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Project Title:      Ambulance Tracking 

Group Members:      

 Sana                                                                         15-NTU-1109   

 Syeda Ammara                                                       15-NTU-1117 

Tools and Technology:  

Android studio 

Java 

Firebase 

Abstract: Nowadays, road accidents are very common and take place daily in cities and 

highways. Quick emergency services have become essential. People use many services like 

Edhi, 1122 service, Falah e Insaniat and Karachi Aman Ambulance etc. Patients have to wait 

for a long time for the ambulance arrival. It is very difficult to wait for emergency services 

mostly in harsh weather. Often, ambulance arrive late or not arrive due to traffic problem or 

some other reasons. So, people have to use other vehicles after wasting their valuable time. 

This problem can be prohibited by developing an application that could monitor estimated 

arrival time of ambulance and real-time detail of location. The purpose of application is to 

inform the people about arrival time/delay the of ambulance. So, people can move to hospital 

on time. 

Supervisor and Co-Supervisor:  

Supervisor: 

Dr. Haseeb Ahmad 

Co-Supervisor: 

Dr.  CM Nadeem Faisal 

  

 



Admin

User

Driver

Manage_Ambulance

Manage_User

Manage_Route

Manage_driver

Registration 

View Ambulance_Current 

Location 

Login

Update_Account

Send_Incident_Location

Receive_Notification

View_User

Delete_User

<<extend>>

View_Driver

Delete_Driver

Update_Driver
<<extend>>

<<extend>>

<<extend>>

Update_Ambulance

View_Ambulance

Delete_Ambulance

Add_Ambulance

<<extend>>

<<extend>>

<<extend>>
<<extend>>

Ambulance_status

Ambulance_Reporting

<<extend>>

<<extend>>

Find_Route

Switch_On_Location

View_Route

Authentication

Validation

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<extend>>

 



 

Figure 6. 1:  Failure Login Diagram  

 

 

Figure 6. 2:  Login Diagram  



 

Figure 6. 3: Ambulance Report Diagram 

     

    Figure 6.4: Ambulance Report Success 

Diagram 
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Project Title: Digital Library (Web-based E-Library with Analytics) 

Project Description: 

The problem for which we have developed the proposed website is that, there are many 

websites to run and provide their services online but these websites are mostly not have any 

mechanism to check the growth rate of their websites. These websites also do not have the 

facility to analyse the visitors, their level of engagement, and preferences. Moreover, they do 

not have the knowledge about the number of users coming. The proposed tool will help for 

academic institutions and businesses in maintaining and improving their business. In proposed 

website, the tool will continuously provide a progress chart, which contains the information 

about incoming users. It will also provide a detail analysis about the growth rate by using graph, 

which will help admin to improve the service. In this way, an admin can easily analysis the 

visitor’s choice. The benefit of this tool to the website owner is that he can update his products 

runtime on the choice of his customers. Ultimately, E-learning will grow up if he understands 

the preference of his users correctly. 

 



Programming 

Language 

PHP 

Tools XAMPP, MySQL, NetBeans 

 

Platform Arduino IDE, Android studio 

Group 

Members 

1. Sunbel Chaudhry (15-NTU-1116) 

2. M usama (15-NTU-1095) 
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Project Title: EventZ 

Project Description  

Introduction: 

 EventZ system at any organization for automating the events 

managements. From this system the University, any department, as 

well as college events, can manage their event responsibilities or 

organizers. 

Decription:  

 In our university, there is not a centralized system for 

scheduling events. The students who are a volunteer for serving any 

of the posts of the department or university events cannot serve the 

event because the existing system is not good to select the suitable 

person for a suitable post. In the existing system, students apply to 

become a member of the society by providing information in hard 

form and the president of the society collect all forms and select a 

student for the whole year. 

Our system provides the facility to the Convener of the society to 

select a suitable student for every event and the Convener only 

select those students who voluntarily wants to serve the event. The 

Convener can check the profile of all students who register 

themselves to the system, the Convener can check the skills of the 

students or according to their skills, select the students for the 

appropriate post. 

Programming Language Php Laravel 

Database MySQL 

Platform Web 

Group member 1. Sarmad Ali 

(15-NTU-1110) 

2. Tayyaba Abbas 

(15-NTU-1118) 

3. Uzair Sarfraz 

(15-NTU-1135) 

 

Supervisor & C0-supervisor Mr. Nasir Mahmood 

Mr. Asif Suryani 
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Project Title: 

 “PakAgriSync E-commerce Application”  

Supervisor: Dr. Muhammad Asif Habib 

Co-Supervisor: Ms. Sara 

Partner(s) information and contact details:  

 

 

Project 
Members 

 

Registration No 

 

Email 

 

Telephone 

 

Zeeshan Aslam 

 

15-NTU-1125 

 

Zeeshanaslam1125@gmail.com 

 

0343-4672353 

Zeshan Haider  

15-NTU-1127 

 

Zeshanhaider715@gmail.com 

 

0334-6012715 

 

2. Problem Statement: 

In Pakistan there is no such good online system that resolve the farmer issues. There is no such 

good online service that provides agriculture product order placement, so our system will 

enable formers to buy agriculture products online and to resolve their issue by keeping in 

contact with agriculture advisor. 

 

3. How Problem will be solved: 

PakAgriSync will bring an innovation in agriculture field by keeping in contact the farmer and 

agricultural advisor. PakAgriSync also enable farmers to place online orders related to 

agriculture products like seed, crop tonics, fertilizer and equipment on moderate price for home 

delivery as well as live tracking of their orders though google maps.  It also contains 

agricultural cultivation process videos and current news to guide farmers. 

Objectives: 

• Simple and easy to use. 

• Easy to contact with advisor. 

• Providing advance information to increase agriculture yield through News and videos 

• Reduce stress by resolving agriculture issues. 

• Agriculture products home delivery on moderate price. 

• Saving time and cost.  

• Wheatear Forecasting. 



 

User
Admin

Signup

Login

Manage Profile

Watch Post 

Provide Feedback

Register User

Manage News

 Post

Manage Agricultur 

Product Post

Manage Agriculture 

Advisor

Manage Order

Post news

User 

Authentication

User Chat

Search

See Post

Read News

View crop Tonic

View Fertilizer

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

<<include>>

Order Online
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Project Title: Campus Management System 

 

 

 

Project Description 

This application can be used in any university, college or school to 

store the data about student, teacher, employee for current and 

future usage. The process which is currently being used by teachers 

is paper based and it is too much slow and take too much time in 

processing. Our project is computerized based which will store data 

about student information, department, his fee status, current 

semester, courses enrolled, detailed attendance and marks, teacher 

information etc. The great saying is that Time is money, money is 

time. So the main aim of system is to handle all gaps between 

student and teacher while they are at home or in university or at any 

other places in minimum time. For this purpose, we are providing 

an online platform in the form of portals so that teacher and 

students can communicate directly. 

 

Programming Language HTML , CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap, SQL, ajax, PHP 

Database MySQL 

Platform Web 

Group Members Noman Ahmad Siddiqui (15-NTU-1106) 

Nida Javed (15-NTU-1105) 

 

Supervisors Dr. Mudassar Ahmad 

Mr. Muhammad Naeem 
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Project Title: Chat Cops 

Project Description ChatCops is an android based secure 

application that provides all the 

functionalities like sharing of Secret 

Documents, files and other 

information. It can be used by any Law 

enforcement agencies. As Chat Cops 

application is secure because we are 

using Encryption for messages it is 

very hard break down the security of 

our application. So we can make the 

element of National Digital Data 

Security more strong. It a very user 

friendly android application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programming 

Language 

Java 

Database Firebase 

Platform Android 

Group member 4. M Shaharyar 

(15-NTU-1091) 

5. M. Younis 

(15-NTU-1102)  

Supervisor & C0-

supervisor 

Mr. Waqar Ahmad 

Mr. Muhammad Naeem 
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License Plate Recognition System Using Image Processing 

 

Project Description 

The main purpose of developing this system is to automate 

security measure on highway toll plazas to capture vehicle 

number plates and search motorway police database and police 

database. A real time-based camera is installed on checkpoints, 

software captures the video frames from camera and scans for 

number plate. It automatically alerts authorities if a vehicle has 

registered/unregistered number. If license plate has registered 

number, then vehicle is clear to go or if a registered number 

vehicle is stolen from somewhere if its case is filed. 

Programming Language MATLAB language 

Database SQL Server 

Platform MATLAB R2017b 

Group Members M. Umar Khalid 

M. Usama Butt 

M. Tajwar 

Supervisors Dr. Rehan Ashraf 

Dr. Nadeem Faisal 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

System Architecture
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Project Title: Smart Speaking Glove for Deaf and Dumb 

Project 

Description: 

We are creating the Smart speaking 

virtual gloves, this device is for deaf and 

dumb. In our daily life, there are some 

people we met, they are not able to 

speak. Peoples that cannot communicate 

with others are helpful with this device. 

We use  four  FLEX  force sensors for 

four fingers and one Motion sensor that 

each sensor  has two ranges of  voltage 

and  each  range indicate  one  word, 

there are two ranges of each sensor for a 

specific word delivered to Arduino. 

Sensors convert  the  applied  load  into  

voltage signals  and  Arduino  is  receive  

 

 



this  voltage. Arduino is programmed by 

Arduino programming language against 

each specific range there is a letter or 

word. This word is send to Android App 

through Bluetooth Module attached with 

Arduino. The Android App received the 

serial input from Bluetooth and generate 

output in the form of text and speech. 

 

 

Programming 

Language 

Arduino Programming Language, 

Android 

Tools Flex Sensors, Motion 

Sensor(MPU6050), Bluetooth 

Module(HC-05) 

Platform Arduino IDE, Android studio 

Group 

Members 

1. Shan Ali (15-NTU-1114) 

2. Sajjad Hussain (15-NTU-1108) 

3. Hira Shahid (15-NTU-1132) 

Supervisor & 

Co-

supervisor 

Dr.  Muhammad Asif 

Mr. Waqar Ahmed 
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Supervisor Mr. Muhammad 

Co-Supervisor:Sara Masood 

Team Members 

Amna Khawaja 15-NTU-1048 

M. Wahab Aslam       15-NTU-1100 

Tanveer ul haq            15-NTU-1129 

Introduction 

It’s an installment management system business in which people take things on 

installment and get bounded to the shopkeepers. There are some customers who does 

not pay the whole money. So by using this app record will be kept of those customers 

who buy things on installments and did not pay the whole money, shopkeeper will share 

their data on database where other shopkeeper can see that non-payers and can be aware 

from such defaulters. 

Solution 

Providing a platform in which non payer customer data stored in centralized system           

which help shopkeepers to avoid defaulter customer or recover their money back in a 

very easy manner and also inquiry of the new customer just on a one click away from 

the shopkeepers and also they sell their products online. 
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Title Children with special Needs using PECS 

1.Supervisor 

2.Co-Supervisor 

1.Dr. Nadeem Faisal 

2.Mr. Asif Suryani 

Batch 2015-19 

Group Name U-Bros 

Group Members 

Name Registration Number 

1.Muhammad Usama 15-NTU-1094 

2.Muhammad Usman 15-NTU-1099 

  

Tools & Technology Android App ,SQL lite and Firebase 

 

Abstract:    

With the advancement of technology, the world is getting more modern. This PECS 

Communication project includes the familiar Picture Exchange Communication System into a 

messaging to help people suffering from the Autistic Spectrum Disorder better communicate 

with others. This paper presents the requirements analysis, the design, and implementation of 

an android mobile application using the Android technology. This project also serves the 

learning new technologies and discovering new concepts. We develop an android application 

which provides a channel or medium for those special children which cannot communicate 

with others successfully.        

Problem: 

The problem for which we have created this app is the special children who cannot express 

their feelings and what they want to do something. These children cannot communicate with 

others successfully. Special Students have to carry their flash cards manually everywhere 

without this they can’t communicate properly. 

Solution: 

Solution of our project to provide users an android application which provide attractive front-

end graphics. Special children use this app and they select what they want to do at that time. 

So, this way we try to provide a medium or channel which they have use and communicate 

with us, teachers and their parents and after all this is the basic goal of our project. 

 



 

 

 

 



      

  Figure 6-8: Parts of Body Interface   Figure 6-9: Fruits Interface 
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Title 
 Ready Med (Online Pharmacy) 

Proposed Supervisor(s) 

1. Mr. Shahbaz Ahmad 

2. Mr. Muhammad Adeel 

Group Members 

Name Registration Number 

1. Zeeshan Ali 15-NTU-1124 

2. Waqar Ul Hassan 15-NTU-1123 

3. Tehseen ulllah 

Danish 
15-NTU-1120 

Platform Android, Web 

Database MySQL 

Programming 

Languages 
Java, PHP 

 

Problem: 

Medicine industry (Pharmacies) always strive to provide more services to their customers to 

make their pace in market but still they face issues in managing their customers in less time 

and more benefits to users. Users also have to face issues on pharmacies to visit more 

pharmacies if medicine is not available at particular pharmacy. They have to wait on pharmacy 

for their turn in rush days. 

Description: 

“Ready Med” is an android and web base mobile app which is used to buy medicines online. 

Ready Med will bring an innovation in pharmacies by allowing users to buy medicines online 

for home delivery, so that customers will take medicines at home with in minutes. “Reade 

Med” is the missing link between Medical Store and their Customers. You can also say that 

Digital Pharmacy Mobile App. User can search medicine using app and order medicine. User 

will be able to upload doctor’s prescription to place order. On admin side admin will see the 

order of customers and deliver the medicines at door step of customers. Admin will also be 

able to see uploaded prescription from customer and confirm order be reading medicines from 

the prescription. Hence a single app will provide all medicines instead of user visiting at 

different medical stores. 

 

 

 



Android User Interface 
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Project Title:    Baby Care (Online Medical Service) 

Group Members 

Muhammad Arslan   15-NTU-1134 

Farrukh Altaf            15-NTU-1136 

M Waleed Asghar      15-NTU-1101 

Supervisor: 

Mr. Asif Suryani 

Co-Supervisor: 

Mr. Shehzad 

Abstract: 

A product named as BABY CARE is make change in online medication history. It is only for 

the under 7 seven-year children medication. In this web-based app user can take help for their 

children’s online. User take help online from this web-based app. As we know that no one have 

spare time for to go anywhere for this kind of little problems because everything is gone online 

worldwide. So that we make this web-based app for the children’s where parents share their 

children’s diseases and take full help about it. If children’s have serious problems, then parents 

can also contact with doctor which is also given on the website. Website also provide the map 

location of the clinic of the doctor and all information about the doctor. Also, information about 

the doctor timings. Website also help to take appointment from the doctor for checkup. Website 

save the children’s profile history about all the diseases which he/she have. Its helps to doctor 

for complete checkup of children with don’t waste of time. 

PROBLEM: 

In our daily life, there are some patient we met, they cannot go to clinic due to some reasons. 

Patient can’t have time to visit doctor clinics, patient that can’t go to clinic they can take 

appointment through this app with doctors about their disease. Patients have troubles to find 

relevant doctor. 

SOLUTION: 

The basic purpose of this project is to help user of sick child in communication purpose with 

doctor. They can save their time. User can communicate with doctor. User book an 

Appointment and live chat with Doctor easily. 
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Lungs Disorder Detection Through X-Ray Image using Deep Learning Algorithms 

 

Group Members 

Usama Tariq          15-NTU-1122 

M Zubair               15-NTU-1103 

Zubair Qureshi      15-NTU-1104 

Supervisor 

Dr. Isma Hamid 

Co-Supervisor 

Dr. Sohail Jabbar 

 

 



Abstract: 

With the rapid advancement in technology now, we can do many things, which we could 

not imagine in the past few years. Technology has a huge impact in medical field with 

better technology we can diagnose diseases in early stages and can predict the time at 

which a specific disease occurs. The devices like X-RAY or MRI machines can detect 

defective parts in human body. X-RAY is a technique in which the x-rays are passed 

through a patient’s body and draws a sketch of patient internal organs. X-RAY is the 

basic step for the diagnoses of a disease. X-RAY provides the basic direction for disease 

diagnoses. There are many types of X-RAY like abdominal x-ray, chest x-ray etc. Chest 

x-ray gives us basic information about lungs, heart and some arteries. It provides us 

many different findings like the condition of the lungs, can detect lung’s cancer, outline 

and size of heart and some details about blood vessels. The change in technology has 

made people’s life easy but its impact on environment is worse than you can imagine. 

Due to our environment, we have many respiratory diseases, which affect our lungs very 

badly. The basic aim is to develop an app which will tell people about these diseases.   

Problem: 

There is no such app, which tells the user about his/her X-RAY (Lung X-RAY). Software of 

different companies are available which helps doctors for diseases diagnoses but there is no 

such freeware app which can do this for common person. Furthermore, we will add the feature, 

which will tell the user about the hospital offering the treatment of the diagnosed disease, and 

the further tests, which are required.  

Solution: 

The main purpose of the app is to guide the user about his/her disease. The first part is to help 

the user to diagnose his/her disease. Sometimes doctor may not be available for you to diagnose 

your disease so the user can use our app for diagnoses, but he/she needs his chest x-ray which 

is necessary for diagnose. The second part is to properly guide the user about the hospitals, 

which are offering the treatment for their disease and tell them about the further tests, which 

are required. 
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Title: Multi-Disciplinary Press 

Abstract  

This is the dynamic web portal for online journal publication. It considers and 

publishes Research Articles in the Biological, Computer Science, Medical and 

Environmental Science. It aims for rapid decision making and will publish articles 

as soon as they are ready.     

Project Background (Problem) : 

A publisher wants a dynamic website for researchers to load view and edit their research 

paper for publication and staff can managed received and accepted papers. 

Technologies : 

• Bootstrap 

• CodeIgnitor framework / php 

• MySQL 

Specifications :  

• Web-based Application 

 

Functionalities :  

• Find a Journal 

• View Journal List 

• Submit your Article in journal 

• Search Articles   

• Table of contents about Articles 

Possible areas of application:  

Publications of Journals at International level 

Limitations : 

• Publications of Journals 

• Fee received through bank 

MEMBERS: 

• Mudassar Sultan       15-NTU-1088 

• Shahzad Ikram          15-NTU-1113 

•   M. Ali Haider         15-NTU-1133 

Supervisor: Mr Muhammad Adeel 



Co-supervisor: Mr.  Muhammad Naeem 
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Title: A Longitudinal Study on Personality Change of Students Through Social Media: 

A Descriptive Analytics Approach 

 

Project Description 

In this era the use of social media has become part and parcel of our lives. Many Research 

works has been conducted to use data from social media to assess the personality traits of an 

individual. But as we know personality isn’t a constant phenomenon it keeps on changing as 

we grow up. We decided to study the possible change that occurs in the personalities of 

individuals while the years pass by. 

We used the Big Five Personality Traits Model for the identification of attributes. After 

extraction and normalization of data, findings from previous research works were used for the 

purpose of personality modeling.  We discovered that personalities collectively differ region 

wise between students as well as individuals witness a lot of change in their personalities 

when compared. 

 

Tools: Android Studio, Firebase, Jupiter Notebook  , Microsoft Excel 

Programing Language: Java, Python 

Database: Firestore 

Platform: Android, Desktop 

 

Group Member:  1. Zain-ul-Abidin(15-NTU-1107) 

        2. Usama Ch(15-NTU-1098) 

 

Supervisor:    Dr. Sohail Jabbar 

Co-Supervisor:  Mr. Shahbaz Ahmad 

 



 

 

 


